We’re delighted to have you with us!

THIS WEEK

FRIDAY, MARCH 12
5:00p Family Friday
5:30p J.B. Greenfield Chapel
6:00p Shabbat Renewal
with the Newman Family
Shabbat Table Talk: Dr. Ed Septimus

SATURDAY, MARCH 13
8:30a J.B. Greenfield Chapel
9:30a Shabbat Morning Service
Bat Mitzvah: Olivia Newman
9:30a Museum Minyan
6:00p Chapel Mincha/Ma’ariv
6:00p Havdalah Museum Minyan

NEXT WEEK

FRIDAY, MARCH 19
5:00p Family Friday
6:00p Shabbat Renewal
Social Action Shabbat
6:30p J.B. Greenfield Chapel

SATURDAY, MARCH 20
8:30a J.B. Greenfield Chapel
9:30a Shabbat Refreshed
9:30a Museum Minyan
7:00p Chapel Mincha/Ma’ariv
7:00p Havdalah Museum Minyan

All services are streamed via our website, social media and/or zoom
Shabbat Shalom from Beth Yeshurun!

Beth Yeshurun is a community institution with a vital mission: to educate children and adults, to offer spiritual experiences that inspire and uplift all ages, and to provide a setting in which Judaism can be joyously lived and experienced.

Mazel Tov to our Bat Mitzvah, Olivia Sloan Newman, daughter of Erin & Jeffrey Newman, sister of Zoe, granddaughter of Lynda Newman and Joseph Newman of blessed memory, Rita Lenig, and Larry and Marcia Lenig. Olivia is completing 7th grade at Pin Oak Middle School where she is an active member of the choir. Outside of school, Olivia is a competitive gymnast at Houston Gymnastics Center through the ERJCC. Olivia enjoys hanging out with her family & friends, going to camp in Colorado with her cousins, and she’s excited to be back in school. She will be completing her Mitzvah project during the upcoming year by helping coach special needs kids in gymnastics. Olivia will also be participating in the Rabbi’s Ten Percent plan for charitable giving towards the Child Mind Institute to help struggling kids with mental health issues and the Pancreatic Cancer Action Network in honor of her late grandfather.

Family member or friend in the hospital or nursing care?

The CBY Clergy and/or Hospital Visiting Group members are happy to reach out to them with spiritual comfort.

Please contact Lisa Unsell at LUNSELL@BETHYESHURUN.ORG or 713.255.8017 to request a phone call (or visit in person, if possible) for your loved one.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Jewish Learning Project SUN, MAR 14TH 9:00A
Blood Drive SUN, MAR 14TH 10:00A
Jewish Meditation Group WED, MAR 17TH 7P TO 8P
Kids Meals/SEARCH Bags Assembly THU, MAR 18TH 9:00A
Parsha Study with Rabbi Horwitz THU, MAR 18TH 8:00P
Family Friday FRI, MAR 19TH 5:00P
Social Action Shabbat FRI, MAR 19TH 6:00P
Shabbat Refreshed SAT, MAR 20TH 9:30A
Jewish Learning Project SUN, MAR 21ST 9:00A

VISIT WWW.BETHYESHURUN.ORG/CALENDAR FOR THE FULL LISTINGS OF TIMES AND EVENTS AND TO REGISTER
Donations
To make a donation please visit our website at www.bethyeshurun.org/donations. You may also mail your donation to the synagogue office. **A minimum donation of $18 per listing is required to have your donation published in the weekly bulletin and a notification letter sent to the honoree or a deceased person’s family member. One such notification letter will be sent per donation. The deadline for donations to be published in the weekly bulletin is the previous Friday at noon. Donations are published upon submission and will not be “held” for future publication. Please be sure to provide all of the necessary information, if it’s incomplete, we are unable to process your donation efficiently. Donations with no specific fund indicated will be credited to the Synagogue General Fund.** Thank you for your continued generous support of the synagogue.

IN HONOR OF

**Bat Mitzvah of**

Julia Goldberg by Allan Goldstein and Ronda Feinberg; Shelley, Jamie, Greg, Sam, Adam, Debra, and Ryan Streusand

Olivia Sloan Newman by Erin, Jeffrey & Zoe Newman; Lynda Newman & Ken Snitz; Rita Lenig; Larry & Marcia Lenig; Jill, Steven, Emily & Hailey Newman; Chris, Kate, Grace, Delaney & Dylan Lenig; Lindsey, Ben, Kaleb, Connor, Katherine, Benjamin & Brooke Bowman; Travis, Stacey, Ava & Parker Lenig

**Second Bar Mitzvah of**

Dr. Daniel Musher by Robin and Lu Dorfman; Risa and Leroy Doris; Carol Emery & Richard Skora; Marshall and Charlellt Frumin; Bernice Heilbrunn Potvin Family; Dr. & Dr. Jerome Kosoy; Susan and Howard Marblestone; Jennifer Rosenzweig; Robin and Brad Stein; Ruth Strudler; Lisa Unsell

**In Honor of**

Rabbi Brian Strauss, Rabbi Sarah Fort, Cantor Meir Finkelstein, Rabbi Danny Horwitz, and Cantor Dorf by Erin & Jeff Newman and Family

**In Memory of**

Bernard Axelrod by Dr. & Dr. Jerome Kosoy

Hank Bickart by Renee’ Bickart

Samuel Bolusky by Jerry Pappert Family

Jodi Lynn Braham by Bobbi and Tom Asarch; Robin and Lu Dorfman; Michelle Cororve Fingeret; Janet and Mickey Frost; Janice & David Gerber; Dana and Kenneth Katz; Lisa and Kevin Klein; Dr. Jeff Levine and Sara Beth Berman; Julia Tocker, Anna-Marie and Bruce Levy; Lynda Newman; Barbara and Allen Pauly; Paula and Steve Soffer; Evelyn Roth; Sheldon & Linda Rubenfeld; Bruce Stein; Andrea and David Stein; Monica Yudovich

Bessie Brand by Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Brand

Samuel Bratkovsky by Richard Leibman

Scarlett Olivia Chwatko by Mr. & Mrs. Myles Goetz

Leon Cohen by Evelyn Cohen

Charles Cweren by Mr. & Mrs. Melvin Cweren

Riva Field Deutser by Mrs. Linda Rabinowitz

Inez Eskowitz by Sheryl, Bruce and Barbara Eskowitz and Family; Reba Magids

Louis Irwin Farber by Laura and Bruce Abrams; Steven Gorin; Dr. & Mrs. Jordan Loftus; Linda and Herzl Marouni
Cissie Fields by Dr. Harold & Sandra Fields & Family
Wolf Finkelman by Finkelman, Gordon and Gibbs Families
Helen Finkelstein by Mr. & Mrs. Ben Rosenberg
Flora Adler Fleischmann by Mr. & Mrs. Melvin Cweren
Laura Garber by Dr. Raymond Garber
Peretz Gerecht by Arje Gerecht
Sol Gerson by David Turkel
Herman Gillman by The Herman Gillman Family
Solomon Gordon by Finkelman, Gordon and Gibbs Families
Albert Grossman by Edie & David Amran
Gertrude Kaplan Grossman by Robert & Frances Grossman
Lila Hartman by The Mills Family; Mr. & Mrs. Alan Scheinthal
Jacques Hochglaube by Linda Shapiro; The Strauss Family
Idelle Husid by Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Brand
Phyllis Kalmim by Barry Kalmin & family
Walter Kase by Bobbie and Stanley Weinstein
Marlene Bayer Kaplan by Paula and Larry Albert; Mr. & Mrs. Larry Fradkin; Julie & John Gilbert, Amy & Jacob Cohen; Mr. & Mrs. Morton Levy; Marilyn Nathan; Melanie and Gregg Rosenberg; Roz Schneider; Aileen and Mark Weycer; Mr. & Mrs. Alvin Zeisman
Marvin Kaplan by Melanie and Gregg Rosenberg; Robin and Brad Stein
Jerry Lass by Jimmie Lass
Dr. Archie A. Leder by Mr. & Mrs. Jason Leder
Gene Cohen Leff by Mr. & Mrs. Jon Harris
Henia Leibman by Richard Leibman & Family
Diego Levine by Rebecca Levine
Sally Lewis Lipper by Herbert J. Lewis
Philip Lusky by Ms.Beverley Binder
Barnett “Bobby” Magids by Sheryl, Bruce and Barbara Eskowitz and Family; Mr. & Mrs. Jack Magids; Reba Magids
Vivian Rose Melnick by Vicki Melnick
Stanley “Mickey” Melton by Mr. & Mrs. Jerald Turboff
Ruth Moglovkin by Kenneth, Linda, & Marisa Moglovkin
Joseph Newman by Erin & Jeff Newman and Family
Ruth Ozaroff by Marilyn Ozaroff
Morris David Paller by Tillie Paller Koch
Lawrence Pappert by Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Pappert
Alfred Platt by Melvin Platt
Sidney Reba Pozmantier by Mr. & Mrs. Irving Pozmantier
Albert Pravada by Erin & Jeff Newman and Family
Izzy Provada by Erin & Jeff Newman and Family
Silvia Provada by Erin & Jeff Newman and Family
E. Edward Reitman by Mrs. Harriet Reitman
Laurie Mayer Roosth by Dr. Thomas Roosth
Mary Rosenfield by Mrs. Elaine Feiner
A Notice About Bereavement Communications
Bereavement notices for our synagogue family are distributed with the permission of the deceased’s family, and the timing of these notices is dictated by the family’s request. Of course, each family grieves in its own way, and we are grateful for our congregation’s patience and understanding with different families’ preferences about how their loss is publicized.

Abe Rubenstein by Mr. & Mrs. Mansel Rubenstein
Manet Schepps by Mr. & Mrs. Arthur Brand; Mr. & Mrs. Warren Sprung
Marjorie Seidel by Mr. & Mrs. Michael Merkin
Joseph Selzer by Barbara & Jerry Selzer & family
Robyn Shkolnick by Bobbi Asarch; Lorri and Jon Feiwell; Paul Katz; Barbara and Geoffrey Koslov; Daryl Ann Perlman; Melanie and Gregg Rosenberg; Susan Stone
Malcolm Statko by Melanie and Gregg Rosenberg
Stan Streusand by Allan Goldstein and Ronda Feinberg; Shelley, Jamie, Greg, Sam, Adam, Debra, and Ryan Streusand
Mimi Toubin by Janice & David Gerber
Paul Wadler by Larry Wadler
Malvina K. Weingarten by Mr. & Mrs. Jack Weingarten
Jake Zietz by Dr. & Mrs. Barry Zietz

Social Action Shabbat
FRIDAY, MARCH 19TH
6:00PM
Hear about our community partnerships and celebrate all the good we have done in the community this Shabbat

Gulf Coast Regional Blood Center
Commit for Life.
Donating blood is always a mitzvah, but the blood banks are especially in need right now. If you are able, please become a blood donor!
SUNDAY, MARCH 14TH
shifts available from 10:00am to 1:45pm in Zubowksi A

Shabbat Renewal Outdoors
Friday, March 26 at 6:00p
MEMBERS ONLY - REGISTRATION REQUIRED

Thank you to our generous sponsors:
Albert & Rachel Herzstein Charitable Foundation
50 Years of Giving
Passover
1st Seder Saturday, March 27th
BethYeshurun.org/Passover

A Virtual Seder for all ages
Led by Rabbi Steve Morgen & Family
Saturday, March 27 | 8:30 PM

A Virtual Seder for Families with Children
Led by Rabbi Sarah Fort & Family
Sunday, March 28 | 5:00 PM

A Virtual Seder for Young Professionals
Led by Rabbi Sarah Fort
Saturday, March 28 | 7:30 PM

Virtual Service Schedule for Passover

2021 Passover Guide

Helpful Websites & Other Resources
Shared by our clergy and community

Sell your Hametz
This Week’s Yahrzeits

29 Adar, Sat.
- Henry Atlas
- Ruth Buckwold
- Riva Field Deutser
- Inez Eskowitz
- Michelle Beth Fallas
- Peretz Gerecht
- Isadore Gertner
- Celia Greenman
- Bernard O. Grimm
- Ferydoun Hakimi
- Emil Heilbrunn
- Ethel Cecile Israel
- Luisa Kopinsky
- Alline Kost
- Russell Lee Paley
- Wolf Roife
- Mary Rosenfield
- Ethelyn Weber Schaffer
- Hyman F. Schukar
- James Schwebel
- Kalman Wolff Treiman
- Malvina K. Weingarten
- Melvin Allen
- Weingarten

1 Nissan, Sun., cont.
- Sylvia Schooler
- Harold Schwartzberg
- Zahde L. Zalta
- Ely Zalta

2 Nissan, Mon.
- Bessie Brand
- Wolf Finkelman
- Flora Adler
- Fleischmann
- Simon Goldstein
- Jose Grossman
- Julian Hurwitz
- Bernard Kozminsky
- Doran Krell
- William
- MacNaughton, Jr.
- Rina Pereg
- Dorothy Rieter
- Edith Stolbun
- Rose Zurawin

3 Nissan, Tue.
- Stephen David Brezner
- Harry Cohen
- Solomon Sollie Gordon
- Helen Levi Hirshman
- Freda Hoffman
- Henia Leibman
- Rae Lieberman
- Isaac Louis Ryemon
- Marilyn Schuelke
- Samuel Schumiliver

4 Nissan, Wed.
- Marvin W. Arrow
- Edgar Gerhardt Max
- Ernst Brandt
- Hyman Cohn
- Sadie Feit
- Max Glantz

4 Nissan, Wed., cont.
- Norma Ruff Greenblatt
- Rosa Lee Roosth
- Mellinger
- Adrian S. Rosenberg
- Jerome J. Rudder
- Florence Schwartz
- Steve Vegder

5 Nissan, Thu.
- Bessie Bayer
- Samuel Bratkovsky
- Mollie Chaskin
- Relda Domer
- Richard “Dick” Emery
- Robert Fliess
- Lila Hartman
- Idelle Davis Husid
- Archie Allen Leder
- Harry Louis Levin
- Barnett Magids
- Larry Alan Marks
- Arthur Pearl
- Dr. Ed Reitman
- Harry D. Rosmarin
- Minnie Schuleman
- Myrna Dora Selzer
- Sol Verder
- Ruth Shinbaum Zelen

6 Nissan, Fri.
- Dr. Morton J. Adels
- Lena Chanin
- Thomas Dula
- Alan Dean Luskey
- Max Marshall
- Francis Mattis
- Maury Riff
- Louis Schafts
- Max Shapiro
- Louis Solomon